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Current-induced magnetization reversal in terms of power dissipation
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Magnetization excitation and reversal induced by spin-transfer torques is described in terms of power received
or dissipated in a macrospin system. This approach provides a clear and intuitive understanding of the effect of
both applied magnetic fields and injected spin-polarized currents on magnetization reversal. It is illustrated by
solving the case of magnetization reversal in a nanopillar spin valve with perpendicular magnetizations although
the approach can be applied more generally. The appearance of critical currents below which spin-transfer torque
is no longer efficient is explained by a break in the uniaxial symmetry of such structures.
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What is now known as the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)
equation1 was introduced in 1935 to model the precession
motion of magnetization in a solid considering an effective
magnetic field Heff and a damping coefficient α. It quickly
became an important tool for modeling magnetization reversal
even in complex system. On the other hand, magnetization
reversal of a single domain (macrospin) can also be described
by the Stoner-Wohlfarth model,2 which considers the
magnet’s energy and transitions between metastable and
stable magnetic states. This latter description often provides
a clear physical picture of the magnetic behavior.

Since the prediction of spin-transfer phenomena by
Berger3 and Slonczewski,4 magnetization reversal driven by
spin-polarized current injection has been modeled primarily by
adding the “Slonczewski” spin-transfer torque term to the LLG
equation. This Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert-Slonczewski (LLGS)
equation describes current-induced magnetization dynamics
very accurately and is successfully used in micromagnetic
simulations.5 Current induced magnetization dynamic on short
time scales in nanopillar has been reported.6,7 The Stoner-
Wohlfarth model is generally not applied on the basis that
spin torque is a non-energy-conserving torque. In this Rapid
Communication, we show how to include spin-transfer torque
into the Stoner-Wohlfarth model. We present a description of
magnetization reversal in the spirit of the Stoner-Wohlfarth
energetic approach by considering power dissipation to reflect
the roles of damping and spin-transfer torque on the system. In
the following, the method is first described and then illustrated
for current-induced magnetization reversal in the case of
nanopillar spin valves with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy.

Qualitative description. In the Stoner-Wohlfarth model, one
considers that stable equilibrium states correspond to minima
in the magnetic energy landscape, i.e., that the magnetic system
will dissipate energy to the environment and end up in a
minimum of energy. The total power Pt received from the
outside is then defined as negative. With the addition of the
spin-transfer torque, magnetization can also receive energy
which, if sufficient, can overcome dissipation. Thus, Pt may
be either positive or negative. As a result, others states are
now stabilized: The basic idea is that minima are stabilized by
a negative power and maxima by a positive power.8 For the
simplest energy landscape consisting of two equilibrium states,
one being an energy minimum and the other one a maximum,
four scenarios need to be investigated, as shown schematically
in Fig. 1. In the case of pure dissipation (Pt < 0) only the
minimum is stable [Fig. 1(a)]. If the system receives energy
(Pt > 0) for both equilibrium states then the stable equilibrium
position is the maximum [Fig. 1(b)]. However, if the power
received depends on the equilibrium states of the system, either
both the minimum and the maximum may be stable [Fig. 1(c)]
or both are unstable [Fig. 1(d)]. In this latter case, the power
received must cancel somewhere between the two equilibrium
states and the magnetization is in a dynamic equilibrium state.

Therefore, to study the evolution of magnetic states requires
both (1) the magnetic energy landscape, which provides the
energy minima and maxima, i.e., the equilibrium positions
and (2) the power received by the system in the vicinity of
the equilibrium positions whose sign determines the stability
of these positions. Of course, the power received at the
exact equilibrium positions is always equal to zero so in
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Schemes of the four different stability
configurations available in a simple energy landscape composed of
one minimum and one maximum. For each energy minimum and
maximum position the power Pt received from the outside may be
either negative or positive. The arrows represent the direction of the
torque felt by the system as it is moved away from its equilibrium
position.

the following, the power will refer as the power received by
the system when its magnetization is slightly shifted from
its equilibrium position. Note that calculating the power is
equivalent to a stability analysis.9

Quantitative description. The magnetic system is charac-
terized in the macrospin approach by its magnetic energy
E(m,H), where m is a unit vector in the direction of the
magnetization and H the applied magnetic field. This energy
takes into account all the conservative interactions acting on
the system.

The effective magnetic field can be derived from the
magnetic energy Heff = −( 1

μ0MsV
) ∂E
∂m , with μ0 the perme-

ability of free space, Ms the saturation magnetization, and
V the volume of the magnet. The dynamics of the system is
then captured by three torques acting on the magnetization:
the field torque �f = −γμ0m × Heff , the damping torque
�d = −αγμ0m × (m × Heff), and the spin-transfer torque
�s = −βI m × (m × u), where γ is gyromagnetic factor and
I is the intensity of the current. β is given by h̄γG(P,m·u)

2eMsV
,

where h̄ is the reduced Planck constant and G(P,m · u) is
the efficiency function derived by Slonczewski4 with P the
current polarization, u the unit vector in the direction of the
current polarization, and e the elementary charge. The field
torque is responsible for the precession of the magnetization
around the direction of the effective magnetic field and is a
conservative torque. It gives the rotation vector of the system
� = γμ0 Heff . The damping and the spin-transfer torques are
nonconservative. The power received by the magnetization
from these torques are respectively given by Pd = � · �d and
by Ps = � · �s. The total power received by the magnetization
is given by Pt = Pd + Ps.

Therefore, computing ∂E
∂m = 0 to get the equilibrium posi-

tions and the sign of Pt to determine their stability for any
applied magnetic field and current, one can build the state
diagram of the system. A state diagram presents the available
stable magnetic states depending on the applied magnetic field
and the injected current.

Application. Let us now consider a spin-valve structure
in the current-perpendicular-to-plane geometry at zero tem-
perature. The magnetization of the hard layer is fixed in the
out-of-plane direction and so is the polarization of the injected
electrons. The magnetic field is also applied in this direction.
The injected current is defined as positive when it flows from
the free layer to the hard layer. The magnetic field is defined
as positive when it is applied parallel to the magnetization of

the hard layer. The free layer is described by a macrospin with
uniaxial anisotropy. Its easy anisotropy axis makes an angle λ

with the perpendicular direction. Note that if λ = 0 the system
has uniaxial symmetry. To break this symmetry one can choose
to tilt the anisotropy axis (λ �= 0).

For λ = 0 previous stability analysis of the LLGS equation
showed that the switching fields of the free layer are linear
with the injected current.10,11 As a consequence, its state
diagram is similar to the one presented in the inset of
Fig. 4. The following will show that the power dissipation
approach is in perfect agreement with this description. How-
ever, experimental results exhibit large deviations from this
linear behavior especially around the zero current switching
field.12,13 Indeed, in those areas the switching fields are not or
only weakly affected by the spin-polarized current. Using the
power dissipation approach we will attribute this deviation to
breaking of the uniaxial symmetry.

The magnetic energy of the free layer is given by

E(θ,H) = KV sin2(θ − λ) − μ0MsV m · H,

where θ is the angle between the magnetizations of the hard
and free layers and K is the anisotropy constant. One can
define the anisotropy field Hk = 2K

μ0Ms
. The effective magnetic

field derived from this energy has an in-plane (H in
eff) and an out-

of-plane (H out
eff ) component. The powers generated by the non-

conservative damping and spin-transfer torques are given by

Pd = −αγ0μ0MsV
(
H in

eff cos θ − H out
eff sin θ

)2
,

Ps = μ0MsVβ
(
H in

eff sin θ cos θ − H out
eff sin2 θ

)
I.

Note that Pd is always negative whereas Ps is either positive
or negative depending on the sign of the current and on the
orientation of the effective field. The calculated power is the
mean value of the total power received by the magnetization
when it is tilted away from its equilibrium position by an
angle ±δθ with δθ = 0.05◦.

For clarity purposes, let us first study the system with the
uniaxial symmetry (λ = 0 ⇒ H in

eff = 0). Figure 2(a) presents
the evolution of the magnetic energy of the free layer as a
function of θ for different applied magnetic fields. In this
uniaxial case, the zero current switching field H 0

sw is equal
to Hk. Four different equilibrium states appear for different
ranges of magnetic fields: two minima called E−

min (H <

H 0
sw) and E+

min (H > −H 0
sw) and two maxima called E−

max
(H < H 0

sw) and E+
max (H > −H 0

sw). The magnetization angular
positions corresponding to these states (respectively noted
θ−

min, θ+
min, θ−

max, and θ+
max) as a function of the applied magnetic

field are shown on Fig. 3(a). Note that the uniaxial symmetry
case is unique for two reasons. First, the magnetization angular
positions θ−

min and θ+
min corresponding to the two energy minima

do not evolve with field. For H < −H 0
sw (H > H 0

sw) the
magnetization angular position θ−

max (θ+
max) corresponding to

the two energy maxima do not evolve with field either. In those
cases, θ+

min = θ−
max = 0◦, which corresponds to the parallel (P)

alignment of the spin- valve, and θ−
min = θ+

max = 180◦, which
corresponds to its antiparallel (AP) alignment. Second, as an
energy minimum vanishes it is replace by an energy maximum
at the same position. Consequently, if the system moves from
a minimum to a maximum energy state, E−

min to E+
max at
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Evolution of the energy landscape of a
macrospin system as a function of the angle θ between the perpen-
dicular axis and the macrospin for different reduced applied magnetic
fields (h = H

Hk
) (a) with the uniaxial symmetry (λ = 0◦) and (b) when

it has been broken (λ = 5◦). The circles highlight the evolution of the
equilibrium positions and permit to define the two energy minima
E−

min and E+
min and the two energy maxima E−

max and E+
max.

H = H 0
sw or E+

min to E−
max at H = −H 0

sw, no change in the
magnetization orientation is noticeable.

Let us focus on the AP-to-P switching which corresponds
to one line of the current versus field state diagram. The
system is initially set in the E−

min energy state. From the
power calculation one can tell for which set of field and
current the magnetization shall switch. Figure 3(c) shows
the evolution of the power received by the free layer in
the AP magnetic configuration as a function of the applied
magnetic field for different injected currents. Each curve is
a concave parabola. At zero current, the power is always
negative so the switching occurs when the E−

min energetic
state disappears at H = H 0

sw. Indeed, the system has to stay
in an energy minimum. Note that at the reversal, the power
tends to zero. Consequently, as soon as a current is injected,
the power becomes positive over a certain field range. Any
injected current will therefore affect the switching magnetic
fields. If the injected current is positive, the power becomes
positive for H < H 0

sw so the system switches from the energy
minimum E−

min to one of the two other available energy states
(E−

max if H < −H 0
sw or E+

min if H > −H 0
sw), i.e., to the P

magnetic configuration. The reversal occurs for a lower field
than in the no-current case. On the contrary, if the injected
current is negative, the power changes sign first at H = H 0

sw.
At this point a E−

min to E+
max transition is taking place, but

since it corresponds to the same magnetization orientation no
switching is observed [θ−

min(H 0
sw) = θ+

max(H 0
sw)]. The reversal

occurs for larger fields (H > H 0
sw) when the power becomes

negative again. The magnetization then switches into the E+
min

energy state, i.e., to the P magnetic configuration. The inset of
Fig. 4 presents the state diagram calculated using this method.
The linear evolution of the switching fields with the injected
current is clearly visible as expected. Note that solving the
equation Pt = 0 with λ = 0 one can obtain the analytical
expression of the switching current Isw = ( αμ0γ

β
)H ± I 0

sw with
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Equilibrium angular positions of the free-
layer magnetization as a function of the reduced applied magnetic
field (h = H

Hk
) (a) with the uniaxial symmetry (λ = 0◦) and (b) when

it has been broken (λ = 5◦). Total power received by the system as
a function of the reduced applied field in the E−

min state when H <

H 0
sw and in the E+

max state when H > H 0
sw, i.e., in the AP magnetic

configuration for different reduced injected current (i = I

I0
sw

) (c) with
the uniaxial symmetry (λ = 0◦) and (d) when it has been broken
(λ = 5◦). Full and dashed lines respectively correspond to the power
before and after the magnetization reversal.

I 0
sw = ( αμ0γ

β
)Hk, which is exactly what has been previously

calculated by a stability analysis of the LLGS equation.11

Let us now focus on the case where the uniaxial symmetry
is broken (λ �= 0). All the calculation were performed with
λ = 5◦. Figure 2(b) shows the evolution of the magnetic
energy of the free layer as a function of θ for different
applied magnetic fields. The field at which the energy minima
vanishes is H 0

sw �= Hk. Figure 3(b) shows the evolution of the
equilibrium positions as a function of the applied magnetic
field. The description of these equilibrium positions is similar
to the one in the previous case. However, the system never
reaches exactly the AP and P magnetic configurations because
the equilibrium positions are never at fixed positions and
always different from θ = 0◦ or θ = 180◦. Moreover, one
can see that when an energy minimum vanishes at H = H 0

sw
and at H = −H 0

sw the orientation of the magnetization has
to change abruptly since no equilibrium state exists with
the same magnetic orientation [θ−

min(H 0
sw) �= θ+

max(H 0
sw) and

θ+
min(−H 0

sw) �= θ−
max(−H 0

sw)].
Again, let us analyze the reversal occurring starting with an

initial energy state being E−
min. Figure 3(d) presents the evolu-

tion of the power received by the free layer as a function of the
applied magnetic field for different injected currents. Note that
the power is calculated for a magnetization in the energy state
E−

min for H < H 0
sw and E+

max for H > H 0
sw, i.e., a system always
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Calculated state diagram: Injected current
as a function of the applied magnetic field using reduced coordinates
(h = H

Hk
and i = I

I0
sw

) when the uniaxial symmetry has been broken
(λ = 5◦). The blue squares (red circles) mark the switching close to
an AP-to-P (P-to-AP) reversal. In the red bottom left-hand (blue top
right-hand) area the system is in the energy minimum E−

min (E+
min). In

the red bottom right-hand (blue top left-hand) dashed area the system
is in the energy maximum E+

max (E−
max). The red bottom right-hand

(blue top left-hand) vertical line marks the E−
min to E+

max (E+
min to E−

max)
switching. Note that E−

min (E+
min) corresponds to a magnetic configu-

ration close to an AP (P) state. E−
max and E+

max are canted states. The
green bottom right-hand area corresponds to bistability regions. The
yellow top left-hand area corresponds to the precession region. (Inset)
Same state diagram calculated with the uniaxial symmetry (λ = 0◦).

close to the AP magnetic configuration. If the system is still in
the E−

min energetic state at θ−
min for H = H 0

sw, a switching will
take place. Either the magnetization orientation will become
θ+

max for the E+
max energy state with a system still close to the

AP magnetic configuration or θ+
min for the E+

min energy state
with a system now close to the P magnetic configuration. Note
that a magnetization oriented along θ−

max or θ+
max corresponds

to what has been defined as a canted state in Ref. 12.

At zero current, the power is always negative so the
switching occurs in a similar fashion as the uniaxial case
at H = H 0

sw. The system switches from E−
min to E+

min which
is close to an AP-to-P reversal. However, contrary to the
previous case, the power is strictly negative and does not tend
to zero. As a result, for moderate injected currents the power
remains always negative and the switching still occurs at
H = H 0

sw. The spin-polarized current has therefore to exceed
a critical value, for each polarity, to modify the switching
fields. Above these thresholds, a positive current reduces the
switching field and a negative current increases it as in the
uniaxial case. Figure 4 presents the state diagram calculated
in this case which exhibits regions around the zero current
switching field where the switching fields are not affected by
the injected current and regions where they evolve linearly
with the current, as observed experimentally.12,13 It also shows
where precessions and canted states may be observed.14

In summary, we have developed a general model to describe
both current- and field-induced magnetization reversal. Indeed,
starting from the Stoner-Wohlfarth energetic description, an
analysis of the power dissipated or gained by the system
provides a stability analysis permitting the prediction of mag-
netization reversal. The power is coming from the damping
and the spin-transfer torques acting on the magnetization.
This description also explains the appearance of others states
only accessible when current is injected. This energy barrier
analysis gives an intuitive understanding of the opening of
the gaplike features of the switching phase boundary of
nanopillar spin valves with perpendicular magnetizations.
Indeed, the symmetry breaking generates the apparition of an
intrinsic energy dissipation that the spin-polarized current has
to overcome before affecting the switching fields. The cause of
the symmetry breaking still needs to be investigated in detail. In
conclusion, the power dissipation approach is complementary
to the LLGS model, which gives access to magnetization
trajectory. However, the proposed magnetization reversal
description in terms of possible equilibrium state and energy
barrier crossing is conceptually clearer and computationally
simpler.
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